Whitepaper:

Why do Insurance Businesses of Today
Need Decision-Centric Approach to
Digital Transformation?

Challenge at Hand: Known and Unknown
Changes Affecting Insurance Companies
Insurance companies face ongoing and frequent changes arising
from market dynamics, policies, and regulations, as well as large
amounts of various forms of data. These changes impact insurers
from both the business and technological standpoint.
Insurers face pressures that are unknown while planning and
executing their strategy for expanding into new markets, where
they face varying customer culture and expectations, and
government laws and regulations. Their heavy reliance on IT for
custom development and implementing changes in applications
cost them consistency in decisions such as pricing, underwriting,
risks management as well as delay in execution and deployment
of new changes and poor customer experience. As a result,
insurers loose significant time and money when change is
needed, and often they experience a loss of market share to
competitors adapting to changes more frequently and quickly.
Customers' time is precious, and now more than ever, they are
demanding product or information faster at diverse avenues.
Insurers must be prepared in advance to roll out products faster
and connect with customers at the right time and place. This
phenomenon ultimately calls for making optimised, compliant,
and right decisions quickly – business impact of which remains in
the insurer's own hands.

The Way Forward: Embarking on Digital
Transformation for Embracing Changes and
Delivering Business Value

While,
digital transformation is

2nd
on business priority for
Insurance companies...

Only

of insurance organizations are
already scaling or harvesting their
digital transformation

It’s all about how well insurers are ready to adapt to the changes
and evolve rapidly. Insurers are investing heavily in digital
technologies as part of their digital transformation strategy, but
only a few are yielding the benefits and delivering real business
value effectively and continuously.
It’s time to realise that digital transformation must center around
business problems and operational decisions that drive business
behaviour. This ensures alignment between technology,
operational business decisions (that matter to a business), and
how this delivers business value. This is called decision-centric
approach, that equips organisations to go to market faster, offer
quality & relevant products or services cost effectively, and
connect with customers on the right touchpoints for delightful
experiences. Plus, organisations can increase business agility.
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18%

Only

34%

of insurance business processes
have been optimized

Source: Gartner Research 2018

Gain Business Advantage with Decision-Centric Automation
and Increase Business Agility

Insurance industry, no stranger to scoping risks, should
recognise that with growing and changing business, everyday
operational decision-making becomes more distributed and
complicated, and if are not governed can cost them a fair share
of profits. This is exactly why business and IT leaders and
managers must think about managing operational decisions
explicitly.
With
FlexRule’s
decision-centric
automation
platform
(FlexRule™ Advanced Decision Management Suite), insurers
can adapt to the tremendous pace of change and make quality,
situation-aware and customer-centric decisions.
On this unified, low-code platform, insurers can model,
analyse, and optimise complex decisions across all areas of
operations: business rules, workflows, business processes,
data and analytics, and robotics. By applying this integrated,
decision-centric approach, they can achieve key business
outcomes:
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3%
of profits

Source: Gartner Research 2018

Faster time to market for
launching new products or
services

Superior customer-centric
engagements across multiple,
relevant channels

Automated underwriting &
claims empowering straightthrough processing

Improved agility and
compliance with market and
regulatory conditions

Ensuring teams are working
on projects aligned with
business decisions

Streamlined change
management with
independent decision lifecycle

Breakdown of sophisticated AI
and analytics to create a positive
impact on business value
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Decisions governing everyday
operations often lack financial
rigor and can cumulatively cost
organizations

Trōv Delivers Highly Personalised Insurance Products Globally
With FlexRule™ Advanced Decision Management Suite

A benchmark story of the pioneering insurtech disruptor that offers the 'right product' at
the 'right price' to the 'right customer' at the 'right time' consistently.

Challenge:
Trōv’s global presence and rapid expansion into different worldwide regions introduced
them to unknown and highly dynamic markets which, coupled with Trōv’s on-demand
insurance offering, called for highly-tailored products to customers.
Some complex business decisions depended on many business rules (in some cases
25,000 business rules)
Every new product was reliant on platform and software releases

Impact:
Low customer acquisition with limited product offerings
Slow time to market hindered growth and profitability

Trōv decided to use FlexRule™ Advanced Management
Suite after extensive market research and in-depth testing.
Leveraging the platform, they can align customer
requirements, business scenarios and development needs
from end-to-end giving them agility to be ready for any
unexpected change. Benefitting from the capabilities of
the platform, they can go to market faster, use less
resources, maintain flexibility and expand new capabilities
sooner. Trōv now can:
Launch new product offerings independent of
software releases
Execute complex and critical decisions driven by more
than 25,000 rules in only 150 milliseconds

This enables them to offer the right product at the right
price to the right customer at the right time
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“

FlexRule proved that it could not
only meet our current
requirements, but as we dug
deeper into the technology
FlexRule’s broad capability
ensures we are covered for our
future regulatory and other
market-specific requirements,
even when we don’t know what
they are yet!
Jedidja Bourgeois,
Software Architect

“

Solution:

Streamline Operational Decisions in Insurance Functions
with FlexRule™ Advanced Decision Management Suite

Underwriting
Automate underwriting
integrated analytics that
operational decisions,
consistently with less
underwriting. Minimise
process.

decisions with centralized business rules and
enables IT applications or processes to utilize the
allowing underwriters to manage risk more
dependence on an individual’s discretion in
risks and speed up the customer acquisition

Compliance
As compliance becomes more prescriptive, managing, implementing
compliance rules and policies become more critical to insurers. With
decision-centric approach, Insurers can ensure compliance in critical
decisions like policy offering, securities issue, policyholder information, etc.
and determining the right strategies adhering to operational and
compliance constraints.

Customer Experience
Provide the right information and offering at the right time to the right
customer at the right place. Providing a superior experience to customers
such as; end users and brokers will reduce the risk of losing an opportunity
by decreasing the turnaround time of making the personalized and relevant
information and offering available to them.

Policy Renewal
Leverage the combination of historical data and prescriptive capability to
offer the next best action to the customer. Automate each step of the
policy renewal process based on automated business rules and decision
robotics.
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Pricing Strategy
Simplify the process of aggregating a vast spectrum of dynamic variables
and simulate, test risk-inclusive pricing models and calculations. Ensure
the correctness of pricing algorithms with respect to a profitable balance
between risk and acceptance rate. Model, test, and deploy pricing
algorithms without changing application code. Manage easy-to-change
pricing and discount decisions based on all channels, products, and risks.
Give flexibility to pricing analysts and managers to execute and explain
pricing decisions with less reliance on software updates and releases.

Discount Strategy

%
Discounting is complex, it is driven by situations and varies case by case.
Therefore, having a consistent strategy on discount, insurers will not miss
opportunities. With decision-centric approach, define, model and execute
consistent discount strategy across all channels based on different criteria
such as risks, customers loyalty, vulnerable citizen scheme, channels, etc.

Claims Management
Streamline the claim process by asking the right questions from the
policyholder. Detect incorrect or incomplete fields and automatically
populate the information. Identify and suggest the next best action to the
insurer based on collected information and situations. Improve the claim
settlement experience by reducing the settlement time for customers.

Actuary Enablement
With the power of data and analytics, actuaries can now accurately
measure complex credit or investment risk models and make necessary
regulatory changes independent from applications. They can generate
actionable insights for further processes and mitigate risks.
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ABOUT FLEXRULE
FlexRule's decision-centric approach and expertise, help organizations to improve
the effectiveness and efficiency of operational decisions that are influenced by
infinite and frequent changes in data, process, rules in regulated environments. With
customers ranging from start-ups to large enterprises to government agencies,
FlexRule has delivered game-changing business results for organizations across
many industries such as finance, insurance, banking, healthcare, energy, telecom,
law, security, education, supply chain, and logistics.
Visit the website to know more: www.flexrule.com

FLEXRULE™ ADVANCED DECISION MANAGEMENT SUITE
A unified, end-to-end decision automation platform, architected for businesses to
make optimized, customer-centric, and situation-aware decisions. This powerful, low
code platform can be used by business leaders, managers, and IT professionals to
model, analyse, optimise and deploy operational decisions implemented by business
rules and analytics across workflow, business processes, data, and robotics to deliver
business values in facing frequent changes.
Learn more about the platform at www.flexrule.com/platform and the platform
technology at www.flexrule.com/technology.
If you would like further information, please send us an email at info@flexrule.com.
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